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Partner with Editage
At Editage, we share a common goal with publishers, journals, and societies—the 
global dissemination of high-quality scholarly information. Twelve years of experience 
working with international authors places us in a unique position to partner with you 
to help achieve your author support objectives. 
We have established successful partnerships with global publishers and supported their 
efforts to create a better experience for authors through custom, high-quality 
manuscript preparation solutions that match industry standards and incur minimal 
operational costs. 

Do I need an editorial services partner?

Yes! Editage can help you if
 You want to connect with international authors 
 You would like to empower your authors with knowledge about best publication practices
 You would like to see your authors’ works published much faster
 You would like to reduce the strain on your in-house resources
 You would like to offer editorial services to authors, but do not have the
    infrastructure for delivery or customer service 

Why partner with Editage
Author Experience
Because of our extensive experience working with authors around the globe, Editage is 
uniquely positioned to understand the numerous challenges they face when 
attempting to navigate complex scientific publishing processes.

Ability to Scale
Editage has one of the largest teams of editorial and publication experts in the world 
and it’s growing by the day! We realize the importance of being able to match the 
growing requirements of our clients and have developed a robust technological 
infrastructure to manage high-volume workflows in an efficient and secure manner. 

Subject-matter Expertise
Editage has a team of over 1,000 professional editors and publication specialists 
organized into 20 Centers of Excellence (CoEs), each specializing in a subject area; e.g., 
Physics, Computer Science and Mathematics, Medicine. All manuscripts are routed to 
the most appropriate CoE and worked on by a subject specialist.

Market Presence
Editage is a truly global organization and has a strong local presence in key academic 
research markets such as the U.S., Japan, Brazil, India, South Korea, Taiwan, and China.

Strong Customer Focus
Editage works closely with its clients to understand expectations and maintains a 
strong “customer first” culture. 



Author Editorial Services
Help your authors communicate effectively with our suite of 

editorial and publication support services
Editage provides you with several options through which you can connect 
with your authors and give them access to high-impact editorial services. 
We will seamlessly integrate your website or submission system with our 

own workflow management system through a custom technology interface. 
Revenue models vary depending on the type of partnership and level of 

integration. Our customer service team will provide end-to-end client 
servicing support to enhance author experience.

Journal Support Services
Publish faster, better, and with less infrastructure
Editage has designed a range of services specifically targeted to help journals 
overcome production bottlenecks and reduce time-to-publication. Custom, 
cost-effective editorial solutions such as Pre-review Manuscript Screening, 
Rapid Technical Review, English-language Editing, and Formatting address the 
common challenges faced by journals. Backed by a large team of publication 
experts, Editage can scale up efficiently to partner with you to tackle increas-
ing submission volumes. 

Author Education Services
Connect with your authors through our educational initiatives
Provide your authors with information to help them become better writers. Reach out to 
your current authors or expand your author base through the extensive author network 
built by Editage. Our experience of working with authors across the globe has shown 
that they benefit tremendously from workshops, online seminars, and insightful web 
content that have been designed to help them understand the publication process. 
Editage can work with you to create an author education plan that communicates your 
message, even in local languages such as Simplified Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. 
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Customized Editage Services 
Solutions that help you expedite the
publication of quality research

Our services have been specifically designed to 
help publishers and journals overcome the 
challenges of achieving timely publication, 
scale, and consistent quality. Our experts will 
take the time to fully understand your needs so 
that we can customize our service offerings to 
best serve your authors, while following your 
organization’s standards and processes.

Workshops, Webinars, Online Educational Content

AUTHOR EDUCATION SERVICES

By leveraging our extensive experience working with authors, we create 
educational content on scientific communication that can be delivered through 
workshops, webinars, and comprehensive online resources. 

JOURNAL SUPPORT SERVICES

Pre-review Manuscript Screening Rapid Technical Review 

We assist journal editorial team 
members to help them screen large 
submission volumes and eliminate 
manuscripts that do not meet journal 
scope.

Enables journals to get manuscripts 
peer reviewed in a timely manner 
through our pool of experienced peer 
reviewers. 

English-language Editing and
Formatting

Academic Translation

AUTHOR EDITORIAL SERVICES

We offer two levels of editing: 
Advanced Editing and Premium Editing. 
Both levels include a complete 
language, grammar, and formatting 
check by our expert editors. Premium 
Editing is more comprehensive and 
addresses aspects of paragraph logic 
and structure.

We translate manuscripts from local 
languages into English. The translation 
is performed by a subject-matter expert 
and the final outcome is an 
English-language document that is true 
to the original content.



To learn more, please write to us at

imagine@editage.com

United States  •  Japan  •  Brazil  •  India  •   South Korea  •  Taiwan  •  China

Who are we?

An award-winning leader in scholarly communications services, Editage is the preferred 
provider of author support services to publishers, journals, and societies globally. 
Editage has one of the largest teams of editors, trainers, and publication support 
experts in the world. Our mission is to bridge the gap between authors and 
peer-reviewed journals, and to accelerate the process of publishing high-quality 
research. 
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